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QUESTION 1

Which standard ArchiMate viewpoint focuses on the organization of a company, department or other group of people
and locations? 

A. Actor Co-operation viewpoint 

B. Business Function viewpoint 

C. Organization viewpoint 

D. Social Map viewpoint 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Maya has been working for ArchiSurance for five years. The following diagram describes her responsibilities: Which of
the following answers best interprets the diagram? 

A. Maya works with the Senior Underwriter who works directly on complex cases and reviews simple cases 

B. Maya supervises a Senior Underwriter who works directly on complex cases and reviews simple cases 

C. In her Senior Underwriter role, Maya supervises separate teams that work directly on complex cases and review
simple ones 

D. In her Senior Underwriter role, Maya works directly on complex cases and reviews simple cases 

Correct Answer: D 



 

QUESTION 3

Within the Implementation and Migration Extension, which concept is the only one that models behavior? 

A. Deliverable 

B. Plateau 

C. Gap 

D. Work Package 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider the following diagram: 

Which of the following best describes what this diagram represents? 

A. Two plateaus with a transition architecture 

B. A deliverable exchanged between two projects 

C. A gap associated with two plateaus 

D. Two nodes connected by a communication path 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which application layer concept is defined as a passive element? 

A. Application component 



B. Application function r 

C. Data object 

D. Business object 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Consider the following diagram: 

What is the strongest structural relationship that can be derived from business role Actuary to business interaction Close
contract (indicated by number 1 in the diagram)? 

A. Assignment 

B. Aggregation 

C. Realization 

D. Used by 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which concept from the Motivation extension is most appropriate to represent a concern of one or more stakeholders? 

A. Assessment 

B. Driver 

C. Requirement 



D. Goal 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

The following is an example of an ArchiMate Goal Contribution view: 

Which goals negatively influence other goals? 

A. Reduce expense ratio and Improve skills of claim processors 

B. Reduce customer service staff and Conduct trainings during working hours 

C. Reduce claim processing errors and Reduce expense ratio 

D. Improve skills of claim processors and Reduce customer service staff 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

The following diagram shows an example of the use of the Migration viewpoint: 



Which of the following best describes a reason for using this viewpoint? 

A. To model the management of architecture change 

B. To help determine the priorities of implementation projects 

C. To relate programs and projects to the parts of the architecture that they implement 

D. To help in planning the transition from the current architecture to a desired future architecture 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Consider the following diagram: Which of the following statements best interprets this diagram? 

A. Output generation is explicitly modelled as the collective behavior of the application components: Policy
administration application and Financial application 

B. Output generation is an application service that is realized in a joint effort of the Policy administration application and
the Financial application 

C. Output generation is behavior that is present in the Policy administration application as well as in the Financial
application 

D. Output generation represents the application collaboration of the Policy administration application and Financial
application 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11



The ArchiMate modeling language can be used to describe different types of architecture and the relationships between
them. 

Which of the following lists the three main layers of the ArchiMate language? 

A. Business, Information, and Application 

B. Application, Data, and Technology 

C. Business, Application, and Technology 

D. Business, Integration, and Infrastructure 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

According to the ISO/IEC 40210 standard, which of the following statements is NOT correct? 

A. A view conforms to a viewpoint 

B. A viewpoint always addresses one or more stakeholders 

C. A concern is always important to one or more stakeholders 

D. A viewpoint always covers exactly one concern 

Correct Answer: D 
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